Hello Team,

Thank you for the opportunity to suggest/comment on the upcoming framework.

I have seen that many organisations lack the preprataion and execution of the strategy when it comes to following the framework.

May be they can use a Prepare & Execute or collectively Prepare after Identify.

Prepare:
Create centralised cyber security org to manage Cyber Security

Include Cyber Security in early Phase of a product development (Shift Left)

Attack surface management

Implement the necessary tools and process to defend the org

Evaluate the effectiveness of Security polices, process and tools

Prepare and execute a data categorization & protection program

Form a internal privacy team to ensure the protection of PII

Hire talented resources etc....

Just pointed few examples, I am sure these will come as a part of existing pillars based on how you exlan, But a dedicated pillar for Preparation & Execution from NIST will give a message to the organisations worldwide.

Regards,
Subhash Somasundaran,CISM